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Presentation Notes
Hi everyone, and thank you for joining us for a deep dive into AOT’s data for the North Central Region. This webinar will cover regional data from our 2016 economic impact report as well as your region’s visitor profile. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
My name is Colleen Floyd, and I’m the Director of Research at AOT.  Myself and Kari Roberg, our Research Manager, are always available for questions, so please feel free to reach out.During the presentation, if you have a question, please type it in to the Q&A function, and we will address them at the end.

mailto:kroberg@tourism.az.gov
mailto:cfloyd@tourism.az.gov


Agenda 

Presentation slides available at: 
https://tourism.az.gov/research-statistics  

• Statewide Overview 
• Economic Impact of Tourism 
• Year-To-Date Indicators 
• Average Domestic Spending 
• Regional International Visa Card 

Spending Profile 
• Regional Visitor Profile 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll start with a very brief review of our statewide numbers.  Then we will dive into the economic impact of tourism in your region in 2016 and show you how to mine this information even deeper to make compelling arguments to your funding entity or stakeholders. Kari will cover how our tourism indicator numbers are looking so far for 2017 and average domestic party spending, and we’ll take a look at international spending profiles and domestic trip behaviors.I want to emphasize this point:  THIS RESEARCH IS FOR YOU.  This webinar is intended to empower you with the ability to make really strong, research-driven arguments and decisions. 

https://tourism.az.gov/research-statistics


Primary Research Partners 

• Domestic Travel Only 
• Annual, Nationally Representative 

Survey 
• Regional Visitor Volume 
• Visitor Origins 
• Visitor Age 
• Activities Participated 
• Average per party spending 

 

 • Econometric Model 
• Economic Impact of Travel 
• Domestic and International 

Spending 
• Jobs, Earnings, Taxes Generated 
• Spending by Accommodation Type 
• Spending by Commodity Purchased 
• Regional, County, and Legislative 

District Data Available 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A quick note about where our data comes from.  Most of this presentation focuses on data provided by Longwoods International and Dean Runyan Associates.Longwoods gives us the “who came here” and Dean Runyan Associates gives us “how much did they spend”We also use data from Visa to understand how international visitors are spending, and rely on Northern Arizona University to collect indicator data on parks visitation, gross sales, and airport deplanement data.



ECONOMIC IMPACT OF TRAVEL 2016 
North Central Region 



Visitor Spending & Economic Impact 
https://tourism.az.gov/research-statistics/economic-impact 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can find the Arizona Travel Impacts reports on our tourism.az.gov website. Click the button for Economic Impact, and on that page you will find the pdf report. The report offers quite a bit of analysis and some great information on the structure of the US and Arizona tourism economies.Farther down the page, you will find a link to the online data tool. This tool allows you to download graphs or data in Excel.The data is also available as an app, and the links to download it from the Apple Store or Google Play are at the very bottom of the page.We refresh the data in this app after the Governor’s Conference on Tourism every year, and you can see the breakdowns by state, region, county, and legislative district.

https://tourism.az.gov/research-statistics/economic-impact


2016 Arizona Tourism Industry Performance 

43 Million 

$21.2 Billion 

Overnight Visitors 

Direct Spending 

Source: Tourism Economics, Dean Runyan Associates 

Up 2.3% YOY 

Up 1.0% YOY 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2016, Arizona welcomed 43 million visitors to the state.  This included 37.4 million domestic visitors and 5.67 million international visitors.Those visitors spent an estimated 21.2 billion dollars in the state’s economy.



2016 North Central Region 
Industry Performance 

6.2 Million 

$1.04 Billion 

Domestic Overnight 
Visitors 

Direct Spending 

Source: Longwoods International, Dean Runyan Associates 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There were 6.2 million domestic overnight visitors to the North Central Region in 2016, and those visitors combined with international visitors contributed more than one billion dollars in direct spending.



Gasoline Price Impact  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of you may remember from last year that low gasoline prices were contributing to lower overall visitor spending in 2015. This same thing happened in 2016. When you’re looking through the impact data from Dean Runyan, visitor spending is often lower than you might expect in some areas year over year.  The price of gasoline can have a big impact on travel spending. Ultimately, it’s a good thing when gas is cheap. People can take more road trips and generally have more disposable income because a major cost of travel costs less.You can see from the chart above that gas prices still dipped to historically low levels in 2016. Prices look like they have since stabilized and are trending slightly upward in 2017.This will have an impact on transportation spending in your area, and it impacted some places more than others.  There are tables in the Arizona Travel Impacts report from Dean Runyan Associates that split up visitor spending between transportation-related spending and non-transportation related spending, so you can see where those dips in gas prices lowered transportation spending by visitors.



Regional Impacts, 2016 

Source: Dean Runyan Associates 

$1.04 Billion 
Direct Spending 

$91 Million 
State and Local Taxes 

11,960 
Jobs 

$294 Million 
Earnings 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like I mentioned earlier, visitors to the region spent a billion dollars in 2016. That spending supported nearly 12 thousand jobs, and those jobs generated $294 million in earnings. Spending by visitors also generated $91 million in state and local taxes.



Regional Impacts, 2016 

Source: Dean Runyan Associates 

Up 1.5% 
Direct Spending 

Up 4.6% 
State and Local Taxes 

Up 3.7% 
Jobs 

Up 6.5% 
Earnings 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Direct spending did increase compared to 2015 by one and a half percent, and the impressive gains are in earnings and tax revenue. More jobs were created in 2016, and travel related jobs earned quite a bit more, which is great news. We want residents to have higher incomes so they have the financial flexibility to spend more and continue that virtuous economic cycle.



Source: Dean Runyan Associates 

Regional Direct Travel Spending 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The graph you see here shows direct spending in the North Central region for every year going back to 1998. The blue bars represent spending in the Millions of dollars, and the red line is the percentage change from year to year. Since direct spending looks pretty flat, the red line shows a little more detail. Keep in mind that any red dot above that “0” point on the right hand axis indicates growth in spending. So it looks like there was not much growth in spending in 2015, but there was a 1.5% increase in 2016. Gas prices probably had a lot to do with flat direct spending last year, and it looks like it didn’t impact you quite as much this year. 



Transportation Share of Visitor Spending 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which makes sense. Transportation spending as a percent of total visitor spending is pretty low at 9%, but not insignificant. So if gasoline prices are low, you’re going to see it more in the overall spending, but it will be much less dramatic for you as it is for the southern and central regions.You’re not going to see the effect of low gas prices on other measures like tax revenue because gas is taxed by the gallon rather than a percentage of the price. I don’t see any indication that consumption of gasoline is down, so that’s why you still saw a nearly 5 percent increase in tax revenue.



Spending by Type of Accommodation 

Source: Dean Runyan Associates 

Day Travel 
42% 

Hotel, Motel 
39% 

Private Home 
13% 

Vacation Home 
4% 

Campground 
3% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart shows how much of your 1 billion in direct spending comes from visitors based on their choice of accommodations. So we can see that day visitors make up 41% of the spending in the region, and hotel visitors are a close second at 39%. Keep in mind, this is not how many of your visitors are day visitors, this is total spending by these specific groups. Day visitors don’t have those large lodging expenditures, so there are a lot more day spenders making smaller purchases in restaurants and retail. Spending by hotel guests has been growing at a pretty good clip for the past six years. You saw a 6% increase in 2016, and a 10% increase the year before.Spending by day travelers has plateaued in the last five years, so I wouldn’t be surprised if your hotel guests outspend the day visitors next year.



Spending by Commodity Purchased 

Source: Dean Runyan Associates 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we get a sense of how spending is trending based on what was purchased. We see a big increase in the accommodations sector as well as an increase in arts, entertainment, and recreation as well as food service. Retail sales are a pretty flat, so that might be an opportunity to inform day visitors where they can go shopping and really promote local products. And of course there’s that big decrease in local transportation and gas.



Tax Receipts 

Source: Dean Runyan Associates 
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Yavapai:  $720 

Gila:  $960 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I know over tourism can be a problem in this region as well as getting resident and stakeholder buy-in. One point that I like to make is the contribution that visitors make to the tax base. In 2016, visitors contributed $44 million in local taxes, and that number has really grown in the last five years. That is tax money that can go to essential services that does not come from residents, so this is one of the ways that residents really benefit from tourism. Yavapai County residents save $720 in state and local taxes annually, and Gila County residents save $960.  Obviously this isn’t going to calm down the resident that gets stuck in traffic jams every day, but it’s a tool in your toolbox for building support.



U.S. Economic Confidence 

Source: Gallup 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I like to keep tabs on economic confidence as well, and it’s really encouraging to see the index for the first part of 2017. The index hit a record high in January 2017 at plus 15 and was plus 17 in March, and the last time I checked the index was still positive at plus 3.I’m going to hand it over to Kari to talk about how our tourism indicators have been trending so far in 2017.



2017 TOURISM INDICATORS TO DATE 
North Central Region 

https://tourism.az.gov/research-statistics/data-trends/research  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this section we’ll take a look at year-to-date tourism indicators for 2017. These tourism indicators are tracked monthly on the Data and Trends page of the Research section of our website. Overall, indicators are showing 2017 to be a steady year for the North Central region.    

https://tourism.az.gov/research-statistics/data-trends/research


State Parks Visitation  

Source: NAU 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
State parks visitation from January to September of this year in the North Central region is outpacing 2016. Granite Mountain Hotshots Memorial opened at the end of 2016, so that is adding to the region’s state park visitation numbers.  Red Rock State Park has seen 17,000 more visitors this year compared to 2016. Dead Horse Ranch has also seen a slight increase, while other parks in the region have decreases in visitation. Overall, the region has a 10% increase in visitation as compared to the same time period in 2016.  Slide Rock, is not graphed here, but the proximity to Red Rock makes it important to mention. Their visitation is over 378,000 from Jan-Sept. And while also not graphed here, 2015 saw quite a spike in state park visitation in the North Central region, but dropped in 2016. 2017 is showing an upswing back toward 2015 levels. 



National Parks Visitation 

Source: NAU 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
National Park visitation from January to August of this year has increased 2.6% in the North Central region compared to 2016. As you can see visitation from Jan –March had a very similar path this year and last, and from March through August all three national monuments had increases in visitation.



Airport Passenger Volume 

Source: NAU 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Airport volume is up at Prescott Municipal Airport from January to August. This is due to added flights and larger aircraft that started in December of 2016. 



Lodging Indicators 

Source: STR 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at the lodging trend line data, the North Central Region was tracking above 2016 from January to August, and August to September was near identical to 2017. Breaking it out by county, in the third quarter of 2017, so July through September, Yavapai County supply was up, which brought occupancy down 3%, but ADR was up 2.6%. In Gila County demand was down -1.3%, but ADR was able to rise 2.8%.    



Gross Sales by County 

Source: NAU 

http://franke.nau.edu/ahrrc/library/monthly_gross_sales_data  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another indicator that AOT tracks is gross sales and the estimated tourism taxes generated from those sales. Our data is at the state level, but if you’re feeling particularly numbers-hungry, you can access taxable sales for your county in four tourism-related sectors through the Arizona Hospitality Research and Resource Center website. Data is available from 2005-2016, and if you scroll to the bottom of the page, you’ll find 2017 data for restaurant/bar sales, Amusement sales, retail sales, and hotel/motel sales.

http://franke.nau.edu/ahrrc/library/monthly_gross_sales_data


Outdoor Recreation 

https://outdoorindustry.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/OIA_RecEcoState_AZ.pdf 
 

Source: Outdoor Industry Association 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Outdoor Industry Association released an interesting study we wanted to share indicating 59% of Arizona residents participate in outdoor recreation each year. As outdoor recreation is important for the North Central region, this study presents some interesting data which could be useful to support the outdoor assets of the region. The report also presents the spending, jobs, and tax revenue which outdoor recreation generates for the state for you to take a look at. 

https://outdoorindustry.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/OIA_RecEcoState_AZ.pdf


DOMESTIC OVERNIGHT  
VISITOR EXPENDITURES 2016 
North Central Region 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this section we’ll look at domestic overnight visitor expenditure data for the region, which is a new piece of data Longwoods International produced for us. And here we are looking at 2016 data.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the North Central Region, average per person expenditures on domestic overnight trips for 2016 totaled $213. 



Average Per Party Expenditures on 
Domestic Overnight Trips  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Per Party spending is estimated at $688, which is the highest of all the regions in Arizona. Travel parties tend to be larger in the North Central region, which adds to per party spending. Per party spending on lodging is highest in this region as well compared to the rest of the state.  



INTERNATIONAL VISA CARD 
SPENDING 2016 
North Central Region 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s move on to international visitors.  We purchase Visa card spending data to get a sense of what countries international spending is coming from, where the spending is happening and when, and also the merchant segments with the most spending.Keep in mind, this is Visa card spending only.  Some countries use Visa more than others, some prefer other methods of payment.  The purpose in sharing this data is to give a cues about what markets are likely the most important and watching how that spending is changing over time.



2016 Visa Spending by Country 

Source: VisaVue Travel, AOT Research 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In your region, Canada is by far the highest spending international market with Japan second at 12%. This is the only region where Japanese spending makes up such a large percentage. The UK is your third highest spending market at 7%, and China is moving up in the ranks at 5%.



2016 Visa Spending by Country 

Source: VisaVue Travel, AOT Research 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we can see the trend line of Visa card spending over the past several years. At the top is Canada in brown, and this is another way to show just how significant Canadian spending is in your market. We might remember from last year, and for those of us who watch this market closely, that the Canadian dollar has struggled against the US dollar, and the entire US has seen declining visitation and spending from Canada for the past few years. Last year was the first year we actually saw decreased visitation from Canada, but early indications seem to show a recovery in 2017.



2016 Visa Spending by Country 

Source: VisaVue Travel, AOT Research 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the same chart with Canada removed so we can actually see the overseas market trends. Japanese spending really took off in 2010 and has leveled off a bit, but you still see a nice increase in 2016.Chinese growth in orange is a little more muted compared to other parts of the state, but 2016 was a huge growth year.



2016 Visa Spending by Calendar Quarter 

Source: VisaVue Travel, AOT Research 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we have international spending by calendar quarter so you can get a sense of when different countries like to travel to your destination. Again, Canada is such a large market that it can be difficult to discern the patterns in other countries.



2016 Visa Spending by Calendar Quarter 

Source: VisaVue Travel, AOT Research 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So I split them out and the different patterns emerge. Canadians like to visit during the colder months in Q1 and Q4, as do Chinese visitors who you’re most likely to see in Q1.Japanese and British travelers, on the other hand, like to visit during the warmer months with peak spending in July, August, and September.



2016 Visa Spending per Cardholder 

Source: VisaVue Travel, AOT Research 

Issuer Country Spend per Cardholder 

CANADA                    $231.73  

CHINA                     $202.04  

SWITZERLAND               $199.03  

UNITED KINGDOM            $191.86  

JAPAN                     $189.87  

AUSTRALIA                 $151.47  

MEXICO                    $145.55  

FRANCE                    $96.34  

GERMANY                   $83.46  

ITALY                     $82.77  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Canadians are not only your biggest spenders as a group, they are also you’re biggest spending individuals. Knowing that, it makes sense for a large part of your international marketing to be focused on Canada. China isn’t far behind either. We saw from the trend slide that they have been leapfrogging over other countries for the past few years in spending, and from the looks of this chart, each individual traveler is pretty valuable as well.What’s helpful about this is if you are concerned about over tourism, you can determine who spends the most per person and focus your efforts on attracting a few people who spend more rather than a bunch of people who don’t spend as much. There are lots of other things to consider, of course, but this is one potential tool.



2016 Visa Spending by Merchant Category 

Source: VisaVue Travel, AOT Research 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how are they spending their money?Canadians have their highest expenditures in lodging, so that’s great news for your hoteliers, and fairly equal spending in restaurants and other retail. The biggest expenditures in this other retail category are in gift, card, and novelty stores, but there are some larger purchases in art galleries and jewelry stores.



2016 Visa Spending by Merchant Category 

Source: VisaVue Travel, AOT Research 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Japanese visitors, on the other hand, spend more on retail than lodging.Gift, card, novelty stores Jewelry Women's accessories 



2016 Visa Spending by Merchant Category 

Source: VisaVue Travel, AOT Research 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
British travelers spend a vastly larger proportion of their travel spending on lodging, and comparatively not that much on shopping and dining. So this may be an opportunity to increase spending by promoting where to shop and what to look for. 



2017 Visa Spending YTD 

Source: VisaVue Travel, AOT Research 

Country Q1 Q2 Q3 

CANADA                    15.8% 18.5% 30.4% 

JAPAN                     -8.7% -10.2% -5.4% 

UNITED KINGDOM            -29.2% -10.9% -25.4% 

CHINA                     -61.6% -0.4% 40.9% 

GERMANY                   -10.5% 5.9% 12.4% 

FRANCE                    4.5% 44.3% 13.4% 

AUSTRALIA                 1.7% 28.7% 68.6% 

SWITZERLAND               -16.5% -11.6% 17.1% 

MEXICO                    -46.8% 31.1% -12.1% 

ITALY                     20.2% -6.4% 1.1% 

Total 2.2% 11.0% 10.1% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So far we have the first three quarters of Visa spending data for 2017, and it’s a little bit of a mixed bag. Canada seems to be on the road to recovery, but we see some declines in Japanese and British spending. Before you get too worried about the large numbers, remember that Visa data is volatile because it only captures part of their spending. But overall international spending is up in every quarter.



DOMESTIC OVERNIGHT  
VISITOR PROFILE 2016 
North Central Region 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re going to move back to domestic data and take a look at profiles of overnight visitors, which is compiled by Longwoods International. As a reminder, all of these slides, along with our talking points, will be available online in the next few days. 



2016 REGIONAL VISITOR PROFILE 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
67% of overnight visitors to the region are non-residents and 33% are Arizona residents. As is common throughout the state, leisure visitors make up the majority of visitors. 



State Origin Of Overnight Trips  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide presents a breakdown of which state the region’s visitors come from. Compared to the 2015 sample, the North Central region saw a nice increase in visitors from Florida and New York. Illinois remains a top market for AZ and the region, but it did drop a few notches in 2016. This was a national trend, as states across the country experienced a decrease in Illinois visitors.



DMA Origin Of Overnight Trip 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a breakdown by DMA of origin. As a reminder, the definition of a visitor is someone who stayed overnight and traveled 50 miles or more outside their home area, and usually stayed less than 30 days. Visitation grew from New York, Miami, and Las Vegas. Chicago dropped a bit, but that again ties to the national trend of decreased Illinois visitors. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visitors are satisfied with their trips in the region. Keep in mind, this is the percentage of people who were very satisfied and the percentages here rose quite nicely compared to 2015.  



Past Visitation  

Source: Longwoods International 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
73% are repeat visitors to the region. 61% indicated visiting in the last year. This region seems to have a few more first time visitors than some other regions of the state.    
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph gives you an idea of how long people plan their trips in advance. 29% of visitors plan only 1 month or less in advance. 22% of people are planning 3-5 months out. Compared to last year’s sample, length of trip planning did increase. As you can see there’s a bit of a mix here with both long and short planning windows, which is useful to consider for marketing strategy. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hotel/Resort and online travel agencies were the most used information sources for trip planning. Advice from relatives or friends is also highly used, and actually has the highest rate of use of all the regions in the state. That could present opportunity to encourage visitors to share their experience with family and friends. 
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Source: Longwoods International 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similar to the information sources used, online travel agencies and hotel/resort are the most used methods of booking for the North Central region. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph is a little busy, but the context here is interesting to compare amongst regions. On average visitors stay 3.3 nights in the North Central region. The majority, at 33%, stayed 1 night in the region. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Travel parties to the region average 3.3 adults and children, which along with the Northern region, makes for the largest travel parties in the state.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of your visitors who used personal vehicles on their trips, most used their own car/truck while about 31% used a rental car. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
About 28% of visitors flew to the destination and 24% used either a taxi or online taxi service. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three quarters of visitors are staying in a resort, hotel, or motel. Compared to the 2015 sample, more people stayed in a resort, hotel or motel in 2016 and less stayed with friends or relatives.  
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Source: Longwoods International 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide and the next few look at the activities that visitors experienced on their most recent trip to the North Central Region. Compared to 2015, there was less participation in casino in 2016. Winery increased 3 percentage points which is nice to see and is the highest of all the regions in the state. 



2017 Arizona wine tourism 
study  

https://tourism.az.gov/sites/default/files/docume
nts/files/AHRRC-AZWineTourismStudy-2017-
report_07-18-17.pdf 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Seeing as winery is becoming more popular and important for the region, we want to remind you of wine study recently conducted. We completed an Arizona wine tourism study this year in partnership with NAU and 11 local co-sponsors, which provides data which can be very valuable for the region. The study is an update to the 2011 Arizona wine tourism study looking at economic impact and growth of the wine tourism industry. It’s an industry which creates an estimated $56.2 million in total economic output for the state and has much potential for continued growth. So we recommend perusing the results of this study if you haven’t already.    

https://tourism.az.gov/sites/default/files/documents/files/AHRRC-AZWineTourismStudy-2017-report_07-18-17.pdf
https://tourism.az.gov/sites/default/files/documents/files/AHRRC-AZWineTourismStudy-2017-report_07-18-17.pdf
https://tourism.az.gov/sites/default/files/documents/files/AHRRC-AZWineTourismStudy-2017-report_07-18-17.pdf


Culinary Experiences 

Visitors prefer Unique over Authentic 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And  fine dining is popular in the region, so we wanted to share some findings from a state-wide ad effectiveness study we learned recently. Results found the term “unique local dining” is a stronger motivator for Arizona visitors than “authentic culinary experience”. So unique resonates more with visitors to the state than authentic. We also found culinary alone is not a travel motivator, but it is a motivator when featured with other activities such as parks and outdoor activities. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Taking a look at other activities visitors to the North Central region participated in, there was an increase in fair/exhibition/festival , as well as motorcycle touring, and beach/waterfront. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The previous slides showed activities visitors actually participated in, but this one shows general interest. This list of activities is not chosen by AOT, but it’s always interesting to see where interest in certain niche tourism markets fall and consider the marketing opportunities for your region.  Compared to other regions of the state, interest in cultural attractions/activities is highest in the North Central region. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
62% of visitors to the North Central region are men, higher than the state average. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Half of visitors to the region are between the ages of 25 and 44. The average age of visitors is 43, one year younger than the state average. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nearly three quarters of visitors are married, higher than the state average. 



Household Size 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
30% of visitors to the North Central region have 2 members in their household, and 21% have 4 members, so you’re seeing both those with kids and those without. 



Household Income 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The North Central region sees more visitors with a household income between $75K and $149.9K than the state average.



Children in Household 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned, you have a mix of visitors with children in their household and those without. 43% have no children under 18 in their household.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visitors tend to be college educated, with 67% of visitors being college graduates.



Employment 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
58% of visitors are full-time or self-employed, slightly higher that the state average. 



Stay Connected and Keep Us Informed 

• Keep us informed – email Loretta Belonio at 
lbelonio@tourism.az.gov 

• VisitArizona.com – list business, events, offers for free  

• Tourism Tuesday – sign up at http://tourism.az.gov/ 

• Partnership opportunities 

• How to work with AOT  

 

 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That wraps up the data we have to present today. We are here as a resource for you, so as a reminder we wanted to mention some free opportunities and ways to stay connected. To leverage marketing efforts, it’s very helpful if we know what you focus on promoting, what your high season is, low season and shoulder season, etc. So please do share information like that with our Community Marketing Manager, Loretta Belonio, her email is listed here. Also, make sure your business is listed on our consumer facing site, VisitArizona.com and encourage partner businesses to get listed. This is a free marketing space to list businesses, public events, and discount offers. And a lot of in-state visitors use this website as a resource. Once a week our Tourism Tuesday enewsletter is distributed and we announce everything here – new research, opportunities with advertising, trade and media – sign up at the home page of our industry website – tourism.az.gov. You can also stay updated on Partnership Opportunities from our industry page, and these hyperlinks will be in the power point so you click on them once this presentation is posted. These are just a few of the ways to work with us and stay connected, so check out the How to Work With AOT resource on tourism.az.gov for more opportunities. 

mailto:lbelonio@tourism.az.gov
http://www.visitarizona.com/
http://tourism.az.gov/
https://tourism.az.gov/marketing-programs/partnership-opportunities
https://tourism.az.gov/sites/default/files/documents/files/Working%20with%20AOT_UpdatedSEPT.2017.pdf


Q&A 
North Central Region 

Colleen Floyd 
Director of Research 

cfloyd@tourism.az.gov  
602-364-3716 

 
Kari Roberg 

Research Manager 
kroberg@tourism.az.gov 

602-364-4158 
 

Presentation slides available at: 
https://tourism.az.gov/research-statistics  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That concludes our presentation today. We hope you find all of this information useful. We’d really appreciate if you can take a minute to fill out the brief survey that will appear the end of the webinar, as your feedback is very important to us. We’ll open it up to any questions – you can enter them in the Q&A section. And contact information for myself and Colleen is listed here if you would like to ask a question offline. These slides will be available at tourism.az.gov by early next week. Thank you so much for joining! 

mailto:cfloyd@tourism.az.gov
mailto:kroberg@tourism.az.gov
https://tourism.az.gov/research-statistics
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